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1. Let L be a union o open arcs introduced in the previous
paper [3], and consider an integral equation of Fredholm of the first
kind defined on L;

1 r-- q(x, y)r(y)ds= g(x), x e L,
L

where the kernel (x, y) has been defined in [3] in terms of the zera-th
order Hankel unction of the second kind. (The reader is referred
to [3] or the definitions of L and g as well as other notations em-
ployed in the present paper.)

The equation (1) has been tightly related to the "Dirichlet problem
or the Helmholtz equation or an open boundary L", which has been
defined as the problem of finding a unction u(x) which (i) satisfies
the Helmholtz equation at points x e R-L, (ii) assumes given boundary
values when the point x tends to a point on L rom the positive as
well as negative sides of L, (iii) satisfies the radiation condition at
infinity, and (iv) satisfies the edge condition in the vicinity o end
points x* o L. The detailed definition oi the problem is ound in [1].
Also, in [1], the ollowing theorems have been obtained.

Theorem 1. A solution of the Dirichlet problem, if exists, is
necessarily given by

2 u(x)-- I(x, y)r(y)ds--Uo(X), x R2--L,
L

where o(X) is a known function given by the boundary data, and r

must stisfy the integral equution (1). Conversely, if is a solution

of (1) and if u is defined by (2) in terms of , then, u is the solution of
the Dirichlet problem satisfying all requirements (i)-(iv) mentioned
above. That is, the Dirichlet problem is equivalent to that of solving

for the integral equation (1).
Theorem 2. ?/cr=O .- v=0.

That is, the solution of (1), if exists, is unique.
It is the purpose o this paper to prove the existence o the solu-

tion o the integral equation (1). In what ollows, taking (1) in the
sense o a distribution on =C(L), we shall prove the existence of a
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solution r in the sense of a functional on ’=C(L).
2. Theorem 3 shown below, which has been proved in [3], will

play an important role in what follows.

Theorem 3. For va , set =:a, then, e . Furthermore,
we have

aO in a-O in .
With help of this theorem, we can prove

Lemma 1. Set -{;-a, a }, then, is a closed subset

of .
Proof. Assume that {a} is a converging sequence in . such that

@-a --0 in holds when p, qc. Then, by virtue of Theorem 3,
it follows that la-a 0 in , where ,=a and -qza. Hence,
there exists an element a e such that Ila..--al--+O in /) holds when
p-c. If we set --a, then, we can show that
and I()-(’) IT la)-a()ll hold where we have setOp

I]-- sup..l’ I+(x’ Y)I ds, c

and

JL

Consequently, we have 5-5 e J when p--c. Thus, we have proved
the Lemma.

Lemma 2. J is dense in .
Proof. Assume that the contrary is true. Then, by Hahn-

Banach’s extension theorem, there exists a functional f e ", where
4" is the space conjugate to g’, such that f()--0 for v e J and that

f(0,)=1 for e -2. Again, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, f is
extended to a functional on L(L), which is, by F. Riesz s theorem,
expressed as f(0)=(0, 0) with 0. e L(L). As a consequence, it fol-
lows that

(, )=(x)(x)dsx= a(x)dsx (x, y)(y)ds--O

holds for va e fl). Therefore, we have

(x, y)(y)ds=O,
L

which, by virtue of Theorem 2, implies (x)=0. However, this con-
tradicts to f()=(0, 0)-- 1. (Q.E.D.)

Combining these two lemmas, we have
Theorem 4. --’.
This theorem, together with Theorem 2, shows that the corre-

spondence between a j) and d=Fa d’ is one-to-one. As a con-
sequence, we have

Theorem 5. The integral equation (1); ;=g, assumes always
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a unique solution r e corresponding to Vg ).
Furthermore, we can prove
Theorem 6. (1); r=g assumes always a ftctioal solution

r ’ for an arbitrarily given distribution g ’.
Proof. Note that a functional r e " can be defined by g e L])’ in

such a manner that r()=g(a). Rewrite it as r()-r(z)--r*r(a), and
we have *r=g.

Finally, from Theorem 4, it is not difficult to prove the existence
of the Green function r(x, x’) for the open boundary L, and also the
continuity dependence of the solution of the Dirichlet problem for L
on the boundary data. Namely, we have the following theorems.

Theorem 7. There exists a function r(x, x’), where x L and x’
e R--L, such that (i)it belongs to (L) with respect to x, and to
C(R--L) with respect to x’, (ii) it satisfies the Helmholtz equation
with respect to x’, (iii) it satisfies the radiation condition when Ix’l-.oo
and (iv) r(x, x0)=8(x, x0) when x’-Xo e L, where is the Dirac’s delta
function.

Proof. Obviously, q(x, x’) is infinitely many times differentiable
with respect to x and x’ as far as x :/: x’. That is, l(x, x’) ’.. Hence,
by Theorem 4, I(x, x’) e 2z, and there exists r(x, x’) Lt?., such that

,l(x, x’)--[ ,f(x, y)r(y, xt)dsy.
L

With help of this expression, and also by Theorem 2, it is not difficult
to prove the theorem.

Corollary. The solution u(x) of the Dirichlet problem for the
botndary L, accompanied by the boundary vale g(x), is expressed as

u(x’)--
z
r(y, x’)g(y)ds for x’ e R--L.

Proof. This is proved by the property c y(x, x’) mentioned above,
and the uniqueness theorem 2.

Corollary. The solution u(x’) depends on the boundary data
,continuously.

Proof. From the expression or u(x’) mentioned above, we have

lu(x’)l I g where IIg =suplg(x)l, while
xL

--sup.[ [Y(y, x’)I ds,
x’ D .JL

where D is a compact sul2set of R--L.
Full papers of this and the previous papers will appear in some

journal.
The author thanks to Professor Takasi Kusano of Hircshima

University for his kind discussion on the present work.
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